I
The present paper, dealing with the direct current resistance of Valonia, is introductory to a series describing the use of this and other coenocytic algae (ttalicystis, Nitella, Chara) in experiments involving the flow of electric current. 1 Such cells are as obviously adapted to these studies as they are to chemical and electrostatic measurements. Their advantages lie in the large and measurable surfaces, cell wails, and vacuoles, the effects of which may be better isolated than in tissues; and in the possibility of dealing with processes occurring across a single layer of protoplasm.
Besides resistance, there are other phenomena depending on the flow of current such as reactance and stimulation, which will be dealt with in other papers. Several years' work with these cells has corroborated the high importance of reactance in all these measurements. Changes of impedance in alternating current are strikingly great and occur at very low frequencies owing to the high capacitance of the protoplasm. The nature of this capacitance is more readily investigated in these cells where the capacitance is large and will be dealt with at length at a later time. The analogous direct current phenomena, the "transient" effects occurring at the opening and closing of the circuit, are large enough in magnitude and in duration to be recorded photographically. Finally, the phenomena of stimulation, and of injury and recovery, may be studied with definite control of current and potential difference across the surface in question.
Fundamental to all these, however, both from the point of view of theory and of method, are the measurements of resistance to direct current in the steady state. All bioelectric measurements involve resistances inasmuch as the living system includes short circuits; and few experiments can be made under truly static conditions. This was shown in several cases by Osterhout and Harris 2 and by Damon2 Resistances must therefore be considered in any general bioelectrical theory, and in addition they give information per se as to the effective permeability of protoplasm to ions.
The methods described are used (with some adaptations of technical detail) in all the subsequent studies, and must frequently be employed with each cell to determine the value of leakage around the wall. The measurements are also of value in establishing the normal condition of the organism.
The experiments described in this paper are those performed with intact cells of Valonia in as nearly normal condition as possible, and with the application of direct potentials less than the minimal breakdown value.
II
The species used has been chiefly Valonia ventrlcosa J. Ag., of Florida. These cells reach volumes up to 30 cc., but are most useful in sizes about 2 cm. in diameter. They are not branched and are frequently nearly spherical or cylindroid, and very symmetrical. The wall is tough and only slightly extensible by ordinary lJressures. The vacuolar sap is about 0.6 ~ with respect to chloride, of which nearly 95 per cent is KC1, the remainder being NaC1. 4 The cells live very well in the laboratory.
V. macrophysa, Ktttz, is in general less useful for these studies on account of its branching and irregular shape. Only the smaller cells approach symmetry. The Bermuda organism is very hardy (except occasionally in the summer), but the V. macrophysa of Fort Jefferson, Dry Tortugas, Florida, while abundant and very large, does not live at all well in the laboratory, rarely surviving 2 weeks. Osterhout, W. J. V. and Harris, 17.. S., Y. Gen. Physiol., 1927-28, 11, 679; Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. and Med., 1928 -29, 26, 838. s Damon, E. B., J. Gen. Physiol., 1929 -30, 13, 207. 4 Cooper, W. C., Jr., and Blinks, L. R., Science, 1928 When zoospores are formed, the protoplasm is broken up and the wall is softened and punctured; while this can be delayed by addition of KC1 to the sea water, it eventually claims most of the cells. I am inclined to question all results based on the use of this organism from Fort Jefferson. (See 4 for the presence of sulfate, calcium, and magnesium in the sap.)
There is considerable variation in the behavior of V. ventricosa when freshly collected, so that we prefer to reach a more uniform population b y maintaining the cells under favorable conditions (diffuse light, and freedom from mechanical disturbance, in sea water). This m a y take surprisingly l o n g --u p to 2 or 3 months for large cells. During this time the cells are apparently healthy but display a low and variable resistance, which depends on the voltage applied. 5 As the cells remain in sea water, however, they slowly reach a uniformly high resistance over the range from 10 to 100 millivolts, and these are now considered to be "normal."
The variability is of intrinsic interest, but in view of the difficulties of establishing criteria of normality we were for a long time unable to assign this stage to its proper significance in the life of the organism. Recent experiments, however, with cells impaled on capillaries, 6 persuade us that it is in reality an effect of temporary injury, as previously surmised.
The source of this injury is to be sought in mechanical shock, to which V. venlricosa is extremely sensitive. The protoplasm evidently constitutes an unstable film which a slight prick frequently disrupts, breaking it into hundreds of tiny spheres--new cells which live and grow inside the old wall. The disturbances incident to collecting are often severe enough to produce this effect. The large cells grow among corals and sponges from which they must be separated and cleaned, at the risk of scratch and puncture by spicules, etc. Frequently a quarter to a third of the cells die within an hour after collection. The remainder are for some time a distinctly varied lot, rather useless for comparative purposes. Some have low, some high resistance; and they may even vary during the course of the experiment. Their variable permeability to ions in this state possibly accounts for the conflicting statements which have been made regarding the penetration of ionized substances into their vacuoles. Three facts suggest that this low and variable resistance is abnormal and due to injury: (1) there are cells found in nature the resistance of which is high and does not vary with potential. These are usually small cells, the least injured by mechanical shock. (2) Only those cells which finally reach a high and steady value eventually survive. In general the larger a cell the longer it remains variable and the less are its chances of survival. (3) Cells which have reached a steady value may be made variable again by impalement on a capillary. They then tend to regain "normal" behavior while impaled but this is a slow process.
It is evident that length of llfe after the experiment is not a good criterion of condition during observation, since injury may be present, followed by recovery. The previous treatment is more significant than the subsequent history. For these reasons the present report deals with V. ventricosa kept long enough in the laboratory to reach a constant high resistance at low applied potentials.
III
The electrical circuit is a modified Wheatstone bridge using nonpolarizable electrodes and a short period detector. This is indicated schematically in Fig. 1 
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In detail (Fig. 2 ) the bridge may be regarded as two potentiometers connected at or near equipotential points, the one, A, B, composed of equal ratio arms (pairs of 1000, or of 1,000,000 ohms); the other of the two parts: R (a variable decade resistance 0 to 1,000,000 ohms in i ohm steps); and X the object to be measured. From Y to Y' is connected the detector, actuated by the differences of potential existing when the bridge is not balanced.
The detector D is essentially another bridge in which two arms are the plate batteries B1 and B~ of equal potential drop (45 volts); and two others: the fixed resistance F (50,000 ohms); and the 201-A tube of nearly equivalent resistance under these conditions. The potentiometers ql (10,000 ohms) and q~ (400 ohms) constitute slide wires for coarse and fine adjustment to balance the circuit so that no current flows in the string galvanometer G. This is done first with $4 open leaving the grid free, then $4 is thrown to the left and the grid bias adjusted at
potenfiometer C until again no current flows through G. By working at the free grid potential of the tube the string galvanometer is protected from violent deflections in open circuit. The small change produced in the grid bias by a I,.9. from the bridge when $4 is thrown to the right now produces a change in the tube resistance and the galvanometer is deflected proportionally (over the straight section of the characteristic curve for the tube). No grid leak is used except the high resistances in the tube itself. The deflection of the galvanometer is governed by the tension of the string and the value of the resistance r (0 to 500,000 ohms). A sensitivity of 3 to 4 ram. per millivolt is easily attained with the Cambridge portable string galvanometer. Using 4 Burgess type 5158 plate batteries (22.5 volts each) and a single flashlight cell for grid bias, the entire electrometer (except the galvanometer and the filament supply storage battery) is contained in a box 9 x 8 x 7 inches.
The advantages of using this detector in the bridge are several. Since it is sensitive to voltage only and draws no appreciable current, it is practically independent of the actual resistances in the bridge and deflects only in proportion to their ratios. This is of great advantage when only a low voltage may be applied along a high resistance cell, as with Nitella. It also is immediately available for measurements through capillaries of high resistance. We do not know of any galvanometer with sensitivity sufficiently high and period sufficiently short to equal this simple combination for following quick changes of resistance or for recording transient phenomena without distortion. This depends upon its functioning not only as a sensitive null detector but as a deflection instrument with a registered value, E,
E ~ X-R
~ is the potential drop along one of the equal ratio arms. (This is read where directly on the miUivoltmeter V, which has its sensitivity reduced to half by a = X, as at balance, E =0. If~° = 50my. and series resistance.) When R R = 1.2X, E ---4.55 inv.; and whenX = 1.01 R, E = +0.25mv. Thus an off balance of 1 per cent is detected by the same deflection whether the actual resistances R and X are 100 ohms or 1,000,000 ohms, when the same potential is applied. This is not the case with a galvanometer drawing appreciable current, as can be demonstrated empirically or by calculation.T The remaining elements of Fig. 2 are obvious. Px is a potentiometer for regulating the voltage applied to the bridge, read on the voltmeter V. $1, S~., S~ are reversing (Federal "anticapacity") switches which may be operated singly or 7 Johnson, K. S., Transmission circuits for telephonic communication, New York, 1927, pp. 284-5. together for reversing potential differences through the bridge and electrometer, or through the X arm only. The electrodes N1, N2, in series with R, are used to balance the pair in the X arm when large currents are passed. Ordinarily the polarization of MIM~ is insignificant at the current densities employed and NIN2 are kept short-circuited by/£2. Both pairs of electrodes may be calomel ones of large surface but are more conveniently made of sheet lead about 2 x 4 inches in size, amalgamated well with mercury and coated with chloride by the passage of current in slightly acidified sea water. These dip into the electrode cups of Fig. 3 .
P3 is a two-way potentiometer of small range used for balancing out residual potential differences between the electrodes. P2 is a students' type potentiometer for balancing the P.D. which the cell may display. Both these potentiometers introduce extra resistance, and may be dispensed with by balancing the bridge to a pseudo null point representing the r.D. in the X arm. This records in the detector at balance as one-half the real I,.~. in the X arm; E = P.~.
A-t-B.4-Xq-R P.D.
When A = 8 and X = R, E = --~-. It may be recorded in entirety by opening the R arm by switch Ks. This characteristic of the bridge allows an interesting method of balance comparable to that of Sen, S using only the cell's own P.D. Without an external source of current, we record the deflection with K3 open. Then closing/£8 the resistance R is adjusted until the deflection is reduced to onehalf. R now equals the resistance of the cell. This method is not very sensitive at low potential differences and depends upon the constancy of the cell's P.D. during current drain. It is interesting to note, however, that these resistance values are in good agreement with those measured by passage of current from an outside source of voltage of the same magnitude. There is no reason to anticipate any real differences in the two methods, except insofar as a P.D. in the cell is due to a chemical, electrical or mechanical treatment which alters the conductance,
IV
The apparatus for holding the ceils is shown in Fig. 3 a. The electrodes M1M~ are in vessels communicating by large agar blocks with other vessels W1 W~, which have wells to receive the drainage from the cells. Large blocks of very stiff agar gel, saturated with sea water, are in these vessels, and on their upper surfaces are placed the smaller movable blocks for holding the cell. These are shown enlarged in Fig. 3 b. A glass chamber is placed over all the latter, s Sen, B., Proc. Roy. Soc., London, Series B, 1923, 94, 216 . a n d t h e l o w e r a p e r t u r e C m a y be stuffed w i t h n o n -a b s o r b e n t c o t t o n to k e e p o u t air currents.
Other methods of holding the cell were tried and abandoned. A cell wedged as closely as possible into a tube either is so loose as to allow the circulation of water past it or else the pressure on part of the surface is injurious. The latter is also the case when the cell is held in a hole punched in a thin sheet of rubber. The chloroplasts move away, and the cell becomes soft, changing its cross section, and altering its permeability. Attempts to make a tight seal by means of vaseline or lanolin are fruitless, since the oil does not adhere to the wet wall and moisture soon creeps in, making conducting channels of uncontrollable size. The simplest and most uniform method is to hold the cell gently at the ends only and allow the cellulose wall itself to be the only electrical leak around the cell. Agar blocks, into which shallow convexities are hollowed, or into which holes are made at right angles by cork borers, hold the cell firmly yet with no injury for several hours if necessary. The agar is very stiff, so that the size and shape of the aperture is not appreciably changed during the experiment. This is important in making a good check with the dead cell placed in the same position. The air gap (l) and the aperture (a) are carefully measured in each case with a micrometer caliper in order to replace cells accurately. When different solutions are desired in rapid succession they can be pipetted into the vertical cup and frequently renewed, so that diffusion from the agar does not markedly contaminate them. For greater surety other blocks saturated with the given solution may be substituted. In these experiments sea water only is used.
Removing and replacing the cell several times gives reasonably good checks, the steady values usually agreeing within 5 per cent when the dimensions are carefully adjusted. These are best, and the cell least injured, when it is protected from evaporation, but even in the open air cells have been in place several hours a day for many days without injury, the losses being made good by intake of water from the cups. A good seal with the latter is desirable although solution leaking from the contact is carried off by the filter paper strips laid on the agar as drains. Very little fluid is lost when the sea water wells are covered with agar or glass plates as shown in the figure.
In utilizing the apparatus a good cell, spherical or cylindroid in shape, and free of adhering growths, is roiled gently on filter paper and dried. The agar blocks are likewise freed from surplus moisture. The ceil is placed in the left aperture, chosen to be slightly smaller in diameter than the ceil, then the other similar block is moved up and gently pushed against the right end of the cell. If necessary, paraffin wedges are placed at the farther ends of the blocks to exert a slight pressure; but friction on the lower blocks is usually sufficient to maintain the call in position. The wells are entirely filled and covered, and the filter paper drains brought just below the contact of the cell with the agar.
In making measurements, a small potential is applied (15 to 20 my.) its value being noted on V. This is practically that applied to the cell itself since the resistance of vessels and blocks is very low (10 to 20 ohms or less than 1 per cent of that of the cell). The galvanometer, if deflected, is brought to zero by an adjt~stment of R. The potential is now increased slowly and the resistance adjusted again. The deflection is increased and it is possible to adjust with greater accuracy. With cells described above as "normal" a change from as low as 10 my. to as high as 100 inv. produces no change of resistance. Above 100 inv. injury may occur which reduces the resistance, the reduction being greater the higher the potential. For "normal" cells below 100 my., Ohm's law is followed quite accurately, the current being proportional to the potential and the resistance therefore constant. Neither is there any rectifying effect, the resistances being equal with the current flowing in either direction.
After several readings have been taken, the cell is removed and replaced in order to determine the error due to distance, dryness, etc. With the greatest care in duplicating conditions the scatter may be as great as 100 ohms in 2000; and it is difficult to obtain much better agreement. Some typical values are shown in Table I . The dead resistances are determined by killing the cell with chloroform, heat, mechanical agitation or by high voltage. The resistance is seen to be invariably less than 100 ohms (usually from 20 to 40 ohms, depending on the dimensions of the cell). This value agrees with the specific resistance of the extracted sap which is approximately equal to that of 0.6 N KC1 solution.
It is immediately evident that the living protoplasm interposes a considerably higher resistance than the dead. This has long been realized, but there are few cases where the difference between living and dead values is so great as in Valonia. In Laminaria, for example, there is a reduction on death to about 10 per cent of the living value. Here the reduction may be nearly to 1 per cent. The difference is probably due to the amount of leakage around the cell through the wall. In Valonia this is reduced to a minimum by the thin wall and its isolation for considerable distance in an air gap. It is doubtful if any arrangement short of actually naked protoplasm could better this condition.
It is necessary to determine this leakage in order that the resistance of the protoplasm may be evaluated. Two methods are used which we may designate as direct and relative. The direct method aims to compare the resistances of protoplasm with a virtual nonconductor such as air. Theoretically this should give absolute values, but practically the real value of the shunt through the wall is sufficiently uncertain so that all we can hope for is a lower limiting value. The relative method arrives at a value for protoplasmic resistance by exposing different areas of its surface to the flow of current and comparing the resistances. The conditions here can be made nearly independent of variability in the shunt and the findings have some added value, though they are not free from criticism.
In the direct method the cellulose wall is isolated and measured in conditions as nearly comparable as possible to the living state. The sap and protoplasm are removed through a fine capillary, and sea water is introduced several times into the cavity to wash out the remaining material. The wall is gently pressed dry on filter paper and inflated with air through the capillary. This wall is tough and flexible but does not stretch and when inflated returns to its original volume Cas measured by displacement in water). It is put in position between the agar blocks and carefully pressed while being inflated with air so that the contacts and gap between the block are exactly as when the cell was alive; when the capillary is removed the cell remains expanded. The resistance is measured again. Ordinarily this first substitution, when carefully made, duplicates remarkably well the average of the live resistances. As the wall stands, however, even in a closed chamber, the imbibed water tends to evaporate, and as there is now no replacement of moisture from the protoplasm the resistance rises. If the cell is freshly drenched with sea water (taking care none enters the puncture) the course of the draining and drying may be followed by the resistance changes. These are shown in Fig.  4 for a mtmber of successive drenchings and drainings. After the first 5 minutes the rise is slow but gradual, and is taken to mean drying, since no drops accumulate on the lower side. The value at 5 minutes is taken for comparison with the live cell at the same time. It appears that the dead wall has a slightly higher resistance generally, even at 5 minutes, than the live cell. Several factors may contribute, all being in the direction of an increase.
Irreversible changes take place in the wall if it ~s kept too long after the protoplasm is removed. Thus long drying appears to render it later incapable of taking up ,as much water--it becomes brittle and friable, and the resistance is high. Conversely, if the isolated cell wall is kept for some time in water it becomes more spongy and tends to separate more readily into laminae (perhaps due to bacterial action). It is not a new claim that the cell wall is markedly different in life and in death. We might expect greater changes the longer time the protoplasm has OF VALONIA been removed, and it may be significant that the values agreeing most closely with those of the living cell are obtained immediately niter killing, on the first expulsion of sap and protoplasm. It seems possible that successive cleanings and dryings alter the thin layers of cellulose on the interior of the wall, these delicate parts being nearest the protoplasm and most recently laid down. (A laminated structure is easily demonstrated in the wall of Valonia.)
Another factor which would tend to make the live resistance appear lower than that of the wall alone is a possible conducting layer at the surface of There is some straightening of the curves at about 5 minutes; draining is now complete and the rise of resistance is now due to drying out. the protoplasm. This might be non-living, yet be washed off when the protoplasm was removed. Or the protoplasm itself might offer a path for the current just inside the wall, while opposing its flow across the vacuole. The turgor of the cell might play a part in determining the thickness of this conducting layer, but its influence is not direct, since cells which have stood in the apparatus a long time, so as to become definitely soft, may have a higher resistance than when fresh or when replaced in slightly diluted sea water long enough for them to regain turgor.
Since all the changes which may occur, when the protoplasm is replaced by air, are in the direction of an increase of resistance it is evident we can only set a lower limit to the resistance of protoplasm. This can be calculated from the relation
where the resistance of each layer of protoplasm is P, that of the total live cell is R, and that of the wall is W in the simple shunt of Fig. 5 (S is negligible for these calculations). We determine W and R as described. In a cell of 1 cm. diameter, R is often about 2000 ohms. This may be uncertain to within 5 per cent, and W is consistently about 10 per cent higher, in other words, R --2000, W = 2200. In this case we calculate 2P = 22,000 4-1000. Knowing the area of the cell in contact with the cups we can calculate the surface resistance. In this case the Fla. S. Diagram of resistanccs in the cell. W, wall; P, protoplasm; S, sap.
area was close to 1 sq. cm. for each end, so that the value is 11,000 + 500 ohms per square centimeter of surface. This may safely be taken as a lower limit, and there is every indication that it is much higher. Table II shows some extremes of calculated values.
Other factors will make the specific surface resistance still higher. Thus the current will tend to flow across the protoplasm not only at the surface of contact but for some distance along the cell as well, and the effective area will be larger by part of the surface in the air gap. Also there is evidence, to be presented in later papers, that by far the greater resistance is located at the point where the positive current enters the cell, and not where it leaves. Therefore 2P will more nearly give the single surface value. Since we have no indication of the thickness of the insulating layer in these cells, the calculation of specific resistance is not very significant. But taking 0.001 cm. for the total thickness of protoplasm, we arrive at a value of 10 megohms per centimeter cube, which is a very respectable insulator.
The relative method shows that the actual resistance of the protoplasmic surface may be even greater. This method makes use Note: The value of 2P = co means that the living cell offered as much resistance as the air-filled wall, or more. The apparently greater live resistance must be due to insut~cient removal of moisture from within the dead wall. Similarly very low values of 2P may be due to excessive drying of the air-filled wall, or in some cases to injury in the living cell. A good value of P is about 10,000 ohms. of the agar blocks shown in Fig. 6 a and b. Occasionally slow leaks at the area of contact with the agar drain the sea water from the wells; it had been observed in the course of the work that this made little difference in the resistance providing the cell was kept from drying out. In other words, when the area of contact was much reduced b y lowering the level in the well, surprisingly enough the cell conducted as well as before. This might mean that the protoplasm was supplying little or no path for current across it. The experiment was repeated with the conditions more carefully controlled. The agar blocks were thoroughly dried of all surface moisture, and the cell likewise. Contact was made very carefully so that the cell joined the agar in a very narrow annulus only, as in Fig. 6 b. The diameter of the opening was 1 cm., and the cell projected into it nearly 0.5 cm. with a hemispherical surface. The width of contact with the agar was about 1 mm., making an annular contact of about 0.15 sq. cm. The resistance, soon reaching a steady value, was 1570 ohms 4-5 ohms. The wells were now filled with sea water and covered, no leaks developing. The resistance was not distinguishably changed--less than 0.5 per cent. Yet the area of contact was increased from 0.15 sq. cm. to more than 1.5 sq. cm., a tenfold change. Geometrically the resistance of the protoplasm should have changed inversely.
11,000 Thus if the surface resistance at full aqueous contact were 1.5 -7350 ohms, at T~ contact it should be 73,500 ohms and the resistance of the cell rise from 1570 ohms with full contact to 1945 ohms with contact. As a matter of fact the expected change will be smaller if we allow for the spread of current away from the contacts, either in the cell wall or in adhering films of sea water. This is indicated in Fig. 6 b. It will tend to widen the effective contact with the protoplasm and make the changes much less. Under the extreme conditions of a thick wall and well conducting protoplasm, the difference might be nearly abolished between Fig. 6 b and 5 a. But we know the resistance of the wall in this case to be such that over this area a resistance of 500 ohms exists between the annular contact and the center C. This would be equal to an average series resistance between contact and protoplasm of 250 ohms. P would equal 7300 + 250 = 7550 ohms and the change from full to partial contact would change the value of cell resistance from 1555 to 1570 ohms--a very slight but detectable difference. A series of readings taken with full and partial contacts failed to give any consistent differences with "normal" cells, while with the "variable" cells, where we know that much more current passes the protoplasm, there was a slightly lower resistance with the full contact than with the partial. This technique is more sensitive with long narrow cells where the leakage along the wall is lower and the total resistance is higher. Hence it is better adapted to Nitella with walls imbibed with tap water than to Valonia. Experiments of this kind with Nitella will be described in a later paper. For the present purpose this method gives further assurance that the resistance of the protoplasm is very much higher than that of the cell wall shunting it.
V
The theoretical import of the high resistance of Valonia to direct current depends on the assumptions made as to the physical nature of the protoplasm. The simplest of these is that the surface is a poorly conducting film, possibly lipoid in nature, which acts like the dielectric of a condenser in its admittance to alternating current, but has the conductivity of an imperfect insulator. A small current would then be carried by the movement of ions already present, or entering from sap and sea water. These would be pres .tanably of both charges. If, as in the case of calcite, 9 or glass, 1° ions of only one charge are carried, the non-aqueous phase should act as an electrode, reversible to the ions which can pass, and giving potentials dependent on their concentration. This is the principle of the glass electrode, and the evidence for Valonia indicates that it, too, is the seat of potential differences dependent on the solutions with which it is in contact?, 6 These P.D.'S could be produced either in a system of liquids with phase boundary potentials, or at a solid surface such as an electrode. The high resistance in the former would then be due to the low concentration or the low mobility of ions in the non-aqueous phase. The cell, however, is the seat of polarizations, and we have not been able to observe such phenomena of any magnitude in such a phase boundary system as amyl alcohol in contact with aqueous solutions of LiC] and KCI. We must, therefore, turn elsewhere for analogies.
High resistances at an electrode surface may be due to the presence of films (of. the aluminum anode, which has many suggestive similarities to the protoplasmic behavior) or to polarization. The latter takes place when by the flow of current a certain number of ions have been moved up to the electrode and concentrated, n producing a counter ~..~.F. which decreases the effective E.M.F. through the circuit. Current ceases to flow almost entirely when the counter E.~.F. becomes equal and opposite to the applied one. Slight leakage, or continued conduction occurs for two reasons:
1. Substances concentrated at the electrode surfaces diffuse away slowly and decrease the counter E.M.
•., allowing a few more ions to move up. This is the "residual current" or "Reststrom."
2. Among the ions moved up to the electrode there may be some which are discharged upon the electrode TM and are not therefore accumulated in the solution. These are the ions to which the electrode is reversible. These may be in small amount compared to the total concentration of ions p~esent. Thus an electrode in a mixed solution would not be polarized by currents small enough to discharge only ions to which it is reversible, but would become so when such ions were depleted by the passage of large currents. This can be seen with calomel or hydrogen electrodes, and is suggested by Valonia cells in the variable state. The interpretation of the latter in terms of ionic reversibility has been partly worked out, and will be discussed elsewhere.
The complete interpretation of the high resistance of Valonia to direct ct~rrent in the normal state must be deferred to later papers giving other electrical evidence su~:h as the time relations made evident in alternating current and "transient" D.C. measurements. The present data show that little or no ionic interchange takes place across the protoplasm even though there are gradients favorable to it. The cells are normally exposed to very different concentrations of ions on opposite sides of the protoplasm, and the latter is the seat of very appreciable potential differences. 6 The direct current measurements n Either as ions or as discharged melecules dissolved in the solution.
l~I.e., incorporated into the metal, or second phase.
are thus an experimental verification of the slight movement of ions occurring under such conditions.
Most of these studies were carried out at the Laboratory of Marine Biology, Dry Tortugas, Florida. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the courtesy and cooperation of the Carnegie Institution of Washington in offering its facilities during the past four summers.
SUMMARY
A direct current bridge with vacuum tube detector is described for measuring the resistance of living cells. Methods for evaluating the surface of contact with the protoplasm, and the leakage around the cell wall, allow us to calculate the effective resistance of the protoplasm. In Valonia ventricosa this is usually at least 10,000 ohms per square centimeter and is often much higher. This is in agreement with the very slight ionic interchange observed in normal Valonia.
